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2023 Clay Shoot & BBQ

Friday, November 3, 2023 
11:30am - 5:00pm 

Lehigh Valley Sporting Clays 
2750 Limestone St., Coplay, PA

 
The event is FREE for Members or $35 for Non-Members  

Prizes will be awarded! 
 

Register Today!
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Letter from The President

Dear Members,

It officially feels like Fall, which means our Clay Shoot & BBQ is 
quickly approaching. If you haven’t already registered, please do that 
today! Registration is free for members and $35 for non-members, 
with the added benefit of becoming a member when you register. Station Sponsorships are 
still available until October 27th. We look forward to seeing everyone at this popular event 
next month!

Also in November we have the PA Drilling and Blasting Conference on November 16 & 17, 
2023. Registration is now open!

Our 2023 membership renewal invoices went out last month. Please note the change in our 
remittance address to: 
Eastern PA Chapter I.S.E.E. 
Attn: Scott Mueller 
PO Box 94,  
Souderton, PA 18964

If you haven’t already 
done so, please send in 
your membership renewal 
payment. We appreciate 
your continued support!

Best regards,

Danny Ray Leach

Explosives Insurance
-  Exclusive Program for over 25 years
-  Dedicated Explosives Service Team
-  Over 200 Explosives Clients
-  In House Claim Specialist

Billy Bangs Jana Kostantewicz
214-207-8190 817-925-6696
bbangs@aga-us.com jburchfield@aga-us.com

A member of Wortham Insurance & Risk Management
John L. Wortham & Son, LP, J. Wortham LLC

Call us for a complete insurance review!
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Eastern Pennsylvania Chapter Clay Shoot & BBQ
On Friday, November 3rd the Eastern Pennsylvania Chapter will host it’s sixth annual Clay 
Shoot and BBQ. Join us at 
11:30am for a BBQ lunch 
followed by a mandatory 
12:30pm safety class and 
1pm start at the Lehigh 
Valley Sporting Clays course 
in Coplay, PA.

The event is FREE for 
members. Non-members 
will be charged $35 for 
a Chapter Membership.  
Registration includes 
a BBQ lunch, 8 station 
course with 50 rounds, and 
friendly competition. Ear 
protection is provided. You 
are encouraged to bring 
eye protection or purchase 
glasses for $10.00. Prizes will 
be awarded! We will also be 
raffling off a Mossberg Gold 
Reserve 20 gauge shotgun.

If you are interested in 
registering, please visit 
https://www.easternpaisee.
com/clay-shoot-bbq-
registration/ or complete the 
attached form on page 4. 

Thank you to Our Sponsors!

BBQ Sponsor:  
Austin Powder Co.

Ammo Sponsor:  
American Rock Mechanics LLC and  

Dimension Supply, Inc.

Gun Raffle Sponsor:  
Rocky Rift Consulting

Station Sponsors & Raffle Prize Donations:
Blasters Tool and Supply Co. Inc. * Dyno Nobel 

East West Drilling, Inc. * EPIROC
Gill Rock Drill Company, Inc. 

Independent Explosives
Keystone Drill Services LLC * Maurer & Scott 

Mincon, Inc. * Nobel Insurance Services 
Nomis Seismographs LLC * ORICA USA

Pennsylvania One Call System * Reichdrill LLC 
Sandvik * TEXAS AGA

Vibra-Tech Engineers, Inc. 
Wampum Hardware Co.



Friday, November 3, 2023
FREE for Members

$35 for Non-Members
11:30am - 5:30pm

Lehigh Valley Sporting Clays 
 2750 Limestone St., Coplay, PA 

 

Name______________________________________________________________
 
Company____________________________________________________________
 
Address_____________________________________________________________
 
Phone______________________________ Fax_____________________________
 
Email ______________________________________________________________

 
Deadline to register is Friday, October 27, 2023

Your registration includes a BBQ lunch, 8 station course with 50 rounds and a  
golf cart per team of 4.  Ear protection is provided.  You are encouraged to bring  

eye protection or purchase glasses for $10.00.   
You can bring your own gun and ammo (7.5-9 lead shot only).   

Prizes will be awarded!

The event is FREE for Members.   
Non-Members will be charged $35 for a Chapter Membership.   

Non-members - please complete the membership form on page 21 and this registration form to sign-up. 

Send to:     Eastern PA Chapter I.S.E.E.
     Attn: Scott Mueller
     PO Box 94, Souderton, PA 18964
     smueller@bluestonedrilling.com

Eastern Pennsylvania Chapter Clay Shoot & BBQ 



Sponsorship Commitment Form

Contact Person _____________________________________________________________________________

 
Company__________________________________________________________________________________

 
Address____________________________________________________________________________________

 

Phone ___________________________________ Email ___________________________________________
Please complete this form and email/fax it to Scott Mueller

Email address:  smueller@bluestonedrilling.com

Payment can be made by credit card or check.  Please select your payment option. 

 Credit Card - An invoice will be sent via email to the address listed above        
      (please make sure your email is clearly printed and accurate)

 Check - Please make checks payable to Eastern PA Chapter I.S.E.E.
       Send to: Scott Mueller, PO Box 94, Souderton, PA 18964

Clay Shoot Station Sponsor for $250  

Your company logo will appear on station sign

Eastern Pennsylvania Chapter Clay Shoot & BBQ 
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Enhancing Productivity and Safety with 
Epiroc Simulator Training for Operators and 

Maintenance Personnel
 

Written by Joey Accardo, Technical Manager: Surface and Exploration Drilling USA, Epiroc

As the mining and construction sectors continue to evolve, the importance of effective and commercially 
beneficial training solutions like simulator training cannot be overstated. It assures elevated safety standards, cost 
savings, efficiency gains, and environmental responsibility. In a world where technology drives progress, Epiroc 
Simulator Training paves the way for a safer, more productive future in heavy machinery operations. 

Conventional heavy machinery training often 
involves substantial costs for on-site training and 
equipment usage, which can lead to decreased 
productivity. Simulators eliminate these expenses 
by enabling remote training, reducing costs, 
and enhancing efficiency. Trainees can access 
simulators without interrupting site operations, 
accelerating skill development and streamlining 
the onboarding process for new personnel. 
Simulators are transforming the landscape of 
heavy machinery training, proving to be a highly 
efficient way to educate operators.

Epiroc offers maintenance simulators that provide 
a realistic experience, allowing maintenance 
personnel to practice routine tasks, troubleshoot 
issues, and develop expertise in maintaining 
equipment, enhancing safety, and reducing downtime in the workplace.

Epiroc Simulator Training relies on life-like simulation, recreating mining and construction environments. 
It enables operators to train safely and efficiently, offering a diverse array of simulator types tailored to 
different machinery and job roles, including drilling, loading, hauling, and bolting. These simulators provide 
an experience, replicating the sights, sounds, and tactile sensations of operating heavy machinery, effectively 
preparing operators for real-world challenges.

Safety is paramount in mining and construction, where accidents can have dire consequences. Epiroc Simulator 
Training prioritizes safety by offering a risk-free learning environment. Operators can make errors and 
learn from them without putting themselves, their colleagues, or the equipment in jeopardy. This approach 
significantly reduces the likelihood of accidents during actual operations. Additionally, Epiroc Simulator 
Training promotes environmental sustainability by reducing fuel consumption, equipment wear, and emissions.

Continued on page 7
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Epiroc Simulator Training goes beyond safety and cost reduction, elevating operators’ skills and confidence. 
Simulators provide diverse scenarios, enabling operators to excel in various situations, from routine tasks to 
emergencies, without real-world pressures. This fosters a more capable workforce.

A standout benefit of Epiroc Simulator Training is its tailored approach. Programs are customized to fit 
individual operator or company needs. Novices and seasoned professionals alike can benefit, with simulators 
adapting to their skill levels and offering increasingly challenging scenarios. This personalized training 
empowers each operator to excel in their role.

We are excited to announce that our FlexiROC and maintenance simulators are available at our Service Center in 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, enhancing accessibility and convenience for operators and service technicians in the 
region.

Operators will acquire a range of essential skills from the simulator training, including mastering startup 
and shutdown procedures, precise alignment and hole setup, conducting daily rig checks, using the rear jack 
correctly, ensuring safe gradients and tramming angles, loading the rig onto a trailer for transport, performing 
angle drilling and instrument operations, efficiently handling rod adding and extraction, developing muscle 
memory for drilling, tramming, and setup tasks, and acquiring numerous other skills in a secure, damage-free 
environment. Typically, individuals will spend approximately two days in the simulator to successfully complete 
all program modules and earn a certificate.

For information on simulator training, please contact: inquiries@epirocmarketing.com or 717-257-9300 Ext 3.

Simulator Training Continued

Electrification, digitalization and automation are fundamentally transforming the mining 
and construction industry. But what many forget is the fourth aspect: the people 
behind the innovations. Because only new ideas can speed up the shift toward a more 
sustainable mining and construction industry. We at Epiroc accelerate this transformation.

See how we accelerate 
the transformation

844-437-4762    epiroc.us

Most people say that three things are 
transforming our industry. I say it’s four.



TRUSTED TECHNOLOGY. 
UNMATCHED EXPERTISE. 
EXPLOSIVE RESULTS.

Our focus goes beyond the bench with 
solutions to meet your goals and optimize 
your total cost of operations.

Our expertise goes beyond the bench 

with a mindset focused on outcome-based 

fragmentation. Together, we can help you 

maximize your return on investment through 

solutions that reduce your total cost of 

operations while increasing your productivity.

dynonobel.com

Scan to connect with your 
local Account Representative



20th Pennsylvania  
Drilling and Blasting 
Conference

The Penn Stater Hotel and Conference Center
State College, Pennsylvania

REGISTRATION IS OPEN FOR PARTICIPANTS AND SPONSORS/EXHIBITORS! 

blasting.outreach.psu.edu
an outreach program of Penn State’s College of Earth and Mineral Sciences, Department of Energy and 

 Mineral Engineering; the Eastern Pennsylvania and Mid-Atlantic chapters of the International  
Society of Explosives Engineers; and the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection

NOV. 16 AND 17, 2023

Earn  

continuing 

education 

hours!
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For Safe Excavation and Complex Projects many 
people believe that by notifying the One Call System 
of intended excavation they have completed all of their 
responsibilities with respect to the locating process. 
This is not the case. Notifying is only the first step, 
and there are several other important considerations.

Online Ticket Management is a web service application developed by Pennsylvania 811 
to provide excavators and designers a way to view their notifications and facility 
owners responses.

- View current tickets or five years worth of tickets
- Access to tickets entered online or through the call center
- Search for a specific ticket with an assigned serial number or a series of notifications within a specific 
ddate range
- See real time responses from facility owners who were notified on a 
current ticket or search the system for stored responses (maximum of 5 years)
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In Memory: Arthur Beinlich
Arthur H. “The Chest” Beinlich, 82, of Bethlehem Township, died 
Tuesday, August 22, 2023 in his home. Born September 3, 1940 in 
Easton, he was the son of the late Eric G. Beinlich, Sr. and Hilda 
(Mack) Beinlich. He and his wife, Sandra (Meyers) Beinlich were 
married 58 years. Arthur graduated from Penn State, served in the 
Navy during the Vietnam War, and was an avid sports fan. He was an 
explosives engineer for Vibra-Tech, Tamaqua. Prior to that he worked 
for Orica Explosives, Canada, and Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Ore Mine, 
Ishpeming, Mich.

Surviving with his wife, Sandra, are a son, Keith A. Beinlich and 
his partner, Felicia Dettmer; two daughters, Lori A. Lehr and her 
husband, Jeremy, and Vicky L. Geiger and her husband, David; and 
six grandchildren. Two sons, Scott A. Beinlich and Todd E. Beinlich; a 
brother, Eric G. Beinlich, Jr.; and a sister, Arlene Schwartz died earlier.

Private services with military honors were held at Northampton 
Memorial Shrine.



You can’t manage
what you don’t measure.

GeoSonics/Vibra-Tech provides expert monitoring and consulting services to help 
mitigate risk.   Our Re:mote Monitoring Technology continuously collects and posts to 
a customized website, while keeping personnel notifi ed through email and text alerts, 
so your data is always at your fi ngertips.

geosonicsvibratech.com

VIBRATION     GEOTECHNICAL     NOISE     DUST     ENVIRONMENTAL
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The Eastern Pa Chapter ISEE hosted a family 
fun event at the Lehigh Valley Iron Pigs 
baseball game versus the Buffalo Bisons.  The 
Iron Pigs won 7 -1. The group sat along the 
third baseline in the picnic area and enjoyed 
hamburgers, hotdogs, and fried chicken and 
some cold beer.  It was great to have young 
faces and some old friends attend. Everyone in 
attendance received an Iron Pigs baseball cap.

2023 Baseball Game Meeting



4766 Grantswood Rd Suite 100 
Irondale, Alabama 35210 

1205-592-2488 
www.nomis.com 

sales@nomis.com 

RECOGNIZED WORLDWIDE AS A LEADING  
MANUFACTURER OF SEISMOGRAPH EQUIPMENT  

Our equipment allows you to monitor ground vibrations and air over -pressure 
with ease and accuracy. They can be used for most vibration and sound moni-

toring activities. This includes blasting operations, pile driving operations, 
construction equipment activity, environmental activity, ambient levels, and 
any other operation where a permanent record is needed. Our complete line 

of seismographs meets or exceeds ISEE standards  

CONTACT US TODAY FOR YOUR SEISMOGRAPH NEEDS 
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The U.S. Department of Labor announced today that its Mine Safety and Health Administration 
completed impact inspections at 14 mines in 10 states in August, issuing 246 violations.

Begun after an explosion killed 29 miners in West Virginia at the Upper Big Branch Mine in 2010, 
monthly impact inspections are conducted at mines that merit increased agency attention and 

enforcement due to poor compliance history; previous accidents, injuries, 
and illnesses; and other compliance concerns.

Among the 246 violations MSHA identified in August, 94 were evaluated 
as significant and substantial, or S&S, violations and 17 were found to have 
an unwarrantable failure finding. An S&S violation is one reasonably likely 
to cause a reasonably serious injury or illness. Violations designated as 
unwarrantable failures occur when an inspector finds aggravated conduct 
that constitutes more than ordinary negligence.

MSHA completed monthly impact inspections at mines in Alabama, 
Alaska, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, New Mexico, Ohio, Pennsylvania, 
West Virginia and Wyoming in August.

So far this year, the agency’s impact inspections have identified 1,969 
violations, including 587 S&S and 40 unwarrantable failure findings. 

Continued on page 15

Ed Ciocco
Account Manager 

eciocco@iexpsco.com
484.614.9313

Mark Proctor
Account Manager 

mproctor@iexpsco.com
315.430.4683

2700 W. Center Street • Tremont, PA 17981

Department of Labor Announces Findings 
of Impact Inspections at 14 US Mines; 

identifies 246 violations of safety,  
health standards



 

Northeast Service Center - Harrisburg, pa 
717-287-4910 

Innovating Locally, Leading Globally 

Jim Crawford  
 Northeast US Account Manager 

717-975-7195 

Here to Support All of your drilling needs 

Now offering 
direct service to 

the Northeast US 
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Dept of Labor Continued
“August impact inspections resulted in a troubling number of unwarrantable failure findings at multiple 
mines, representing serious safety and health hazards that operators knew put miners at risk and 
should have corrected,” said Assistant Secretary for Mine Safety and Health Chris Williamson. “Impact 
inspections remain an important tool to hold operators accountable and eliminate hazards such as 
combustible materials near belts, hazards that history shows can unfortunately cause mine fires and lost 
lives.” 

One of the mines included in the August impact inspections was the Hopedale Mine in Hopedale, 
Ohio. Operated by Leesville Land LLC, the mine was selected given its previous enforcement history. 
The inspection identified 16 violations, including 10 S&S and nine unwarrantable failure findings. 
Specifically, MSHA inspectors found the following conditions existed at the mine:

Continued on page 16
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Dept of Labor Continued
g Failure to perform adequate workplace examinations. Adequate workplace examinations are      
essential to ensure compliance with health and safety standards, and must include the identification,                 
correction and documentation of hazardous conditions. Proper examinations reduce the risks of fatal 
mine accidents and disabling injuries to miners.

g Poor belt and walkway maintenance, including accumulations of loose coal and float coal dust. 
MSHA continues to remind operators of the importance of controlling the accumulation of float coal 
dust, loose coal and other combustible material to prevent fires and explosions. MSHA has cited the 
mine’s operator during previous inspections for not maintaining safe walkways.

g Nine unwarrantable violations related to accumulations of loose coal and coal dust along belts 
with bottom rollers turning in coal, which could cause a spark and cause an explosion. Additional 
unwarrantable violations include not maintaining a clear travel way along belts, not repairing or 
replacing damaged belt conveyor components, not identifying hazards and for allowing hazardous 
conditions to exist along belts for several shifts without taking any corrective actions. Uncorrected 
hazards needlessly expose miners to potential injuries and illnesses.
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HCR1100-ED

Meeting the equipment needs 
of the mining and construction 
industries in Pennsylvania.

HCR1100-ED  HCR1100-ER  HCRL90  HCRL110  DCRL130 DTH
Furukawa Rock Drills provide the ultimate combination of performance and economy. Built tough, our Top Hammer, DTH and 
Pneumatic Drills are equipped with features that maximize efficiency to assure high-performance at a low operating cost.
To learn more, visit us online at www.FRDUSA.com or call 800.527.2282.

Tony Morell 
Eastern PA Sales Rep 
570.780.9325 

Contact EAST WEST Drilling for information on FRD drills:

HCR1100-ER

HCRL90

HCRL110

DCRL130
DOWN-THE-HOLE

Robert Blankenship 
Western PA, OH, MD, 
Northern VA and D.C. 
Sales Rep
570.217.6550

Michael Hoover CEO
570.452.1984

Autumn is one of the prettiest times of the year, but it presents a distinct set of challenges for drivers. 
Here are some key hazards associated with autumn driving and tips to help navigate them safely:

Rain 
In autumn, sunny weather can quickly turn rainy and cold. The first few minutes of rainfall on dry 
pavement are particularly hazardous because the rainwater mixes with accumulated oil, dirt and other 
debris on the road surface, creating slippery conditions. Heavy rains can create pools of water, and 
driving through them can compromise vehicle control. Slow down, increase your following distance and 
avoid standing water.

Autumn Driving Hazards & Tips to Stay Safe
 

Reprinted with the permission of Lancer Insurance Company

Continued on page 18
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Driving Safety Continued
Frost and Ice 
Freezing temperatures create morning frost and icy patches, especially on bridges, overpasses and 
shaded areas. Reduce your speed and be particularly vigilant when approaching these areas. In addition 
to exercising caution during autumn driving, be sure to clear your vehicle’s windows of frost before 
heading out.

Reduced Visibility 
Colder fall temperatures can cause fog, limiting visibility and altering your perception of distance. 
When driving through fog, slow down and maintain ample distance from other vehicles to ensure 
enough reaction time and stopping distance.

Autumn also heralds the arrival of shorter days and longer nights. Turn on your headlamps as soon as 
you notice a reduction in visibility to increase your ability to see and your chances of being seen, and 
stay extra alert for pedestrians and cyclists.

What’s more, shorter days and longer nights can throw off the body’s internal clock, leading to an 
increased likelihood of driver fatigue. Adjust your sleep schedule to help ensure sure you are properly 
rested before driving.

Continued on page 19



L E H I G H  V A L L E Y ' S  
P R E M I E R  D R I L L I N G  A N D  B L A S T I N G  C O M P A N Y

American Rock Mechanics, LLC

610-965-2444

www.amroc.us
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Driving Safety Continued
Sun Glare 
The angle of the sun during fall can create blinding glare, especially during sunrise and sunset. To 
reduce glare’s impact, slow down, increase your following distance, use your vehicle’s visors, and wear 
polarized sunglasses. Also, adjust your route or departure time, whenever possible, to avoid driving 
directly into the sun during its most intense periods.

Leaves 
Although autumn’s hues are beautiful, the red, orange and yellow colors of traffic signs become less 
distinct amid similar fall shades. Keep your windshield clean, inside and out, and remain vigilant.

Patches of wet fallen leaves can hinder braking, steering and stopping. Slow down and avoid sudden 
maneuvers on leaf-covered roadways. Watch for leaves obscuring curbs, street markings, potholes, and 
other hazards.

Collected piles of leaves are also an inviting place for children to play and hide. Stay alert, particularly 
during twilight hours, and use caution going around turns and where children are playing.

Wildlife 
Autumn brings an increase in animal activity. Scan the roadway and roadsides for wildlife, and heed 
animal crossing signs. Be extra cautious during dusk and dawn when animals are most active and 
visibility is limited.

One More Tip 
One of your best defenses against the challenges of autumn driving is to ensure your vehicle is up to 
the task. Perform a pre-trip inspection, as required by federal regulations, paying particular attention 
to wipers, lights and brakes. Routinely check tire pressure as the season’s temperature fluctuations can 
cause tires to expand and contract, potentially leading to air loss.

Autumn driving is fraught with challenges. However, staying aware of these hazards and following these 
autumn driving tips can help you safely navigate the nation’s roadways all season long.
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EXPLOSIVES 

INSURANCE

BY

www.jmmillerinc.com

email:  jmiller@jmmillerinc.com

cell:  724-388-7505

J.M. Miller, Inc.

I n su rance  So lu t i ons

James M. Miller
J.M. Miller, Inc.

www.jmmillerinc.com

301 Airport Road
Indiana, PA 15701

(724) 349-8850 phone
(724) 349-8852 fax
(724) 388-7505 cell

jmiller@jmmillerinc.com

It’s time to Renew Your Membership
Membership renewal invoices were sent in mid-September! If you haven’t done so already, please send 
in your payment to stay current on your Eastern PA Chapter ISEE membership.

Membership in the Eastern PA Chapter of the ISEE keeps you connected to news and events in the 
drilling, blasting and seismic fields. Members receive benefits such as quarterly newsletters, training 
opportunities, regulatory and safety updates as well as informational and social events. A yearly 
membership only costs $30. And you can save with a Corporate Membership! A corporate membership 
includes up to 5 members and a free business card advertisement in the quarterly newsletter 
($60 value)- all for $150. A deluxe corporate 
membership includes up to 10 members and a 1/2 
page advertisement in the quarterly newsletter 
($180 value)- all for $250.
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2023 NEW MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
OR MEMBER RENEWAL FORM

Name (Please Print)________________________________________________   Date____________________

Company Name____________________________________________________________________________

Mailing Address____________________________________________________________________________

City_________________________________________  State_____________________  Zip________________

Home Phone__________________________________  Work Phone__________________________________ 

Email Address______________________________________________________________________________

List Blaster Licenses Held____________________________  Are you a member of the I.S.E.E.?_____________

Please select your membership type:
    Individual - Chapter dues are $35.00 per year.  
 Deluxe Corporate Membership - Dues are $250.00 for up to 10 members plus a 1/2 page ad in the  
 quarterly newsletter ($180 value). Please list name, email address and ISEE status for all members.
 Corporate Membership - Dues are $150.00 for up to 5 members plus a business card ad in the quarterly   
 newsletter ($60 value). Please list name, email address and ISEE status for all members.
 ____________________________________________________________________________________
 ____________________________________________________________________________________
 ____________________________________________________________________________________
 ____________________________________________________________________________________

I agree to comply with the Constitution, By-Laws and Regulations of the Chapter.
     
____________________________________________
Signature of Applicant

Payment can be made by credit card or check.  Please select your payment option. 

 Credit Card - Visit the Chapter website to pay online (http://www.easternpaisee.com/membership/) 
                                      or contact Scott Mueller to pay over the phone.   
 Check - Please make checks payable to Eastern PA Chapter I.S.E.E.
         Send to:  Scott Mueller
     PO Box 94, Souderton, PA 18964 
     smueller@bluestonedrilling.com
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Advertising 2023
Place your Ad!

Name__________________________________________________Date ______________________________ 

 
Company__________________________________________________________________________________

 
Address____________________________________________________________________________________

 
Day Phone___________________________________ Fax__________________________________________

 
Ad Size__________________________________________ No. Of Issues_____________________________

 
Check enclosed in the amount of $________________________________

Payment can be made by credit card or check.  Please select your payment option. 

           Credit Card - Visit the Chapter website to pay online (http://www.easternpaisee.com/advertise-with-us/) 
                                      or contact Scott Mueller to pay over the phone.   
 Check - Please make checks payable to Eastern PA Chapter I.S.E.E.
   Send to:  Scott Mueller
     PO Box 94, Souderton, PA 18964
     smueller@bluestonedrilling.com    

Full Page (1 Issue)      $100.00
1/2 Page (1 Issue)         $60.00 
1/4 Page (1 Issue)                   $35.00 
Business Card (1 Issue)        $20.00

Full Page (4 Issues)       $300.00 
1/2 Page (4 Issues)        $180.00
1/4 Page (4 Issues)                 $110.00
Business Card (4 Issues)        $60.00


